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Seminars, seminars, and more seminars! A rich selection is coming your way! 
  
1. We have a fantastic set of speakers lined up for next Wednesday 5th July, for 
our seminar titled ‘From Petrophysics to Geomodel’. The day’s agenda is 
detailed on the next page, and tackles head-on the challenges of upscaling 
petrophysical and reservoir data from wellbore to the 3D model, with several 
field examples used to highlight workflows. Definitely a seminar NOT to miss!  
 
2. ‘Call for Abstracts’ is now open for our September seminar, titled 
’Challenging Reservoirs’ with presentation titles to be submitted by 4th August. 
 
3. The SPWLA Annual Symposium has just wrapped up in Oklahoma, a 
successful event with 600+ people registered. This suggests the tides have 
turned, boding well for our London 2018 event. The incoming SPWLA President 
is Brett Wendt, who has already reached out to the Chapter Presidents with 
very positive discussions on our future integration. 
 
4. A full 5-day professional course on ‘Integrated Petrophysics for Reservoir 

Characterisation’ will be held by Mark Deakin on 16-20th October. The LPS is 
sponsoring this course, with full details on page 17. 
 
5. A 3-day interactive training course on 16-18th August titled ‘Log Data 
Acquisition & Quality Control’. This well-known course was originally created 
by Philippe Theys, but is now delivered by Martin Storey under an exclusive 
license. The LPS is sponsoring this course also, with full details on page 18. 
 
We have tightened our Travel Policy which reimburses reasonable travel for 
students coming from outside London, and the new rules can be seen at 
http://lps.org.uk/about-lps. Finally, I am proud to announce that those 
members who are genuinely unemployed (not ‘part-time consultants’), will be 
able to attend the LPS seminars for half price. Hope to see you on July 5th! 
 
Best Regards, 

Michael  O’Keefe 

Michael O’Keefe - LPS President 
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Tues 5th Sept Specific productivity index from 

nuclear magnetic resonance and 
production logging: an innovative 

way to address production optimi-
zation and reservoir modelling  

issues 

Marco Pirrone,  

ENI 

“Specific productivity index from nuclear 
magnetic resonance and production logging: an 

innovative way to address production 
optimization and reservoir modelling issues” 

 

Presented by  

Marco Pirrone, ENI 

 

Tues 5th Sept 6:30pm—730pm 

 

The Geological Society, Burlington House, Picadilly  

 

Refreshments will be available from 6pm. 

Wine & Savouries will be provided after the presentation, 

which we would be delighted for you to join us for. 

- Free Entry - 

 

Full Abstract and bio available online at 

 

http://lps.org.uk/events 
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On Thursday 21st of September 2017 the London Petrophysical Society will be hosting a one-
day seminar entitled “Challenging Reservoirs” at Burlington House in London. 

 

The day will consist of a series of themed talks, on problematic reservoirs. The subject is very 
wide here are some examples low resistivity pay arkosic sands, permeability characterisation 
in carbonates, fracture characterisation, heavy oil, wettability… Each talk will last around 30 
minutes with 5 minutes for questions. We are looking for case studies and lessons learned 

from failures and successes. The structure will be: 

This Call for Abstracts  is open to Oil & Gas Companies, Service Companies, Independent Con-
sultants, Academia and other interested parties. 

 

The seminar is intended for general interest (as opposed to sales or marketing). 
We request that the talks are kept at a scientific level, with the use of generic rather than 

trade names. 
 

Abstracts should be up to 300 words/one page of A4 and may include one or two illustra-
tions, submitted in Word Document format. 

 

Please send your abstracts to Carole Reynaud, Email: creynaud@uk.Perenco.com,  or any 
member of the LPS Committee, by the 4th August 2017. You can also contact Joanne Tudge, 
email: Joanne.Tudge@EU.Weatherford.com if you have any questions, suggestions  or to ex-

press interest in presenting . 

1.Quick presentation of the reservoir and the issues  

2.What was done 

3.Results and Lessons 

4.The way forward 
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The need for a formation water resistivity, Rw, is paramount to computing water 

saturation in the Waxman-Smits-Thomas or Clavier et al Dual Water equations.  

However, Rw is often incorrectly used as a fixed value.  When analysts resort to a 

fixed value from water tests and apply it to large zones it is not only invalid in 

most other zones but also not valid within the zone, since Rw varies with depth, 

hydrodynamics and formation water salinity.  Hence, we need a variable Rw that 

can be applied to all zones.  Analysts have tried using the Rw from the SP over 

many years and the response has often been, “It doesn’t work.” 

Does it work? The short answer is yes, obtaining Rw from the SP really does work.  

There are some caveats.  The article discusses results of an empirical 

petrophysical method that has worked on many wells. First, estimate the Rw using 

the SP and later check the Rw by assuring that Ro =~ Rt in shale.   

Caveat 1: We check the Rw by comparing Ro to Rt in the shale.  The Ro uses total 

porosity, not effective porosity as some “volume of shale” programs supply. We 

require a cation-exchange correction to be able to compare Ro and Rt in shales. “A 

cation-exchange-capacity log is created from the computed clay, assuming a 

constant charge deficiency, and this is further converted to a Qv log using the total 

porosity and matrix density.  At this point, formation salinity is input.  Ro is 

computed from the Waxman-Smits-Thomas conductivity using formation salinity, 

a measured temperature profile, porosity and Qv.  When Ro is compared with deep 

resistivity, the two overlay in water-filled zones such as shales and water-filled 

sands; hydrocarbon zones are generally easily recognizable when Rt exceeds 

Ro” (Ref. 4).   In our program, we use Dual Water model (DW) with the same result 

as Waxman-Smits-Thomas (WST), since both methods were derived from the same 

data set.  Therefore, we expect Ro and Rt to match if there are no hydrocarbons in 

the shale.  If Ro and Rt do not match in the shale, we shift the SP so they do 

match, thus providing a corrected Rw for all intervals, propagated by the 

SP_Baselined.  Of course, as noted above, quoting Ref. 4, the Ro must be cation-

exchange capacity-corrected at this stage.  The main steps of the petrophysical 

workflow to obtain a clay-corrected Ro are summarized:  the steps followed are 

based on Dr. Michael Herron’s work (Ref. 1, 2, 3) to calculate siliclastics (quartz, 

feldspars and mica or QFM), carbonates and clay.  In addition, we have separated 

the minerals in the three mineral groups, constrained by measured elements using 

neutron spectroscopy.  In this article, we use the clay CEC to provide correction to 

Ro to check if Ro is equal to Rt in the shales.  If it is, then Rw is validated.  There 

are difficulties using the same method of comparing Ro to Rt in shales when a Vsh 

method is used, as the variables of a, m, n, Rwb, Vshale or Vclay result in an 

imperfect correction to Ro for the cation exchange capacity effect.  Furthermore, 

analysts often use other approximations of Sw models such as the Simandoux, 

Indonesian, etc., saturation models.  To our knowledge, only the WST or DW 

models using CEC are scientifically correct.  There may be others.  The important 

point is to use the individual clay family abundance to correct for CEC, inserted 

into the scientifically correct Sw model.   
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Of course, as noted above, quoting Ref. 4, the Ro must be cation-exchange 
capacity-corrected at this stage.  The main steps of the petrophysical workflow to 
obtain a clay-corrected Ro are summarized:  the steps followed are based on Dr. 
Michael Herron’s work (Ref. 1, 2, 3) to calculate siliclastics (quartz, feldspars and 
mica or QFM), carbonates and clay.  In addition, we have separated the minerals 
from the three mineral groups, constrained by measured elements using neutron 
spectroscopy.  In this article, we use the clay CEC to provide correction to Ro to 
check if Ro is equal to Rt in the shales.  If it is, then Rw is validated.  There are 
difficulties using the same method of comparing Ro to Rt in shales when a Vsh 
method is used, as the variables of a, m, n, Rwb, Vshale or Vclay result in an 
imperfect correction to Ro for the cation exchange capacity effect.  Furthermore, 
analysts often use other approximations of Sw models such as the Simandoux, 
Indonesian, etc., saturation models.  To our knowledge, only the WST or DW 
models using CEC are scientifically correct.  There may be others.  The important 
point is to use the individual clay family abundance to correct for CEC, inserted 
into the scientifically correct Sw model.  The average values we use for CEC were 
derived by Dr. Michael Herron et al as Smectite = 100, Illite = 25, Chlorite = 15 
(occasionally 2 provides a better fit (pers. com. Dr. E. Eslinger)), Kaolinite = 6 
(pers. com. M.M. Herron)  
 
While we wrote a program to do this element-to-mineral conversion (called 
Petrophysics Designed to Honour Core or PDHC), there are many commercially-
available programs to solve for minerals using input elements.  A major 
assumption is that there is a 1:1 relationship between elements and minerals.  
There is not.  As a best approximation, we use the element-mineral averages from 
Dr. Herron’s paper (Ref. 1) for the element to mineral conversion.   
The steps to convert minerals from the mineral groups of carbonates, clays and 
siliclastics (quartz, feldspars and micas or QFM), using elements, are: 
 Normalize estimates of calculated minerals by constraining with the log 

elements and measured GR spectroscopy (K, U, Th), to convert the Si & K to 
quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and muscovite; Ca to dolomite, calcite and 
anhydrite (via sulphur); Si, Al, K and Fe to illite, smectite, kaolinite and 
chlorite. This first process, (QFM, Carbonates, Clays) involves a model derived 
from many cores by Herron et al at Schlumberger Doll Research (SDR).  This 
process could also be done using Robust Elm in GAMLS (Eslinger and Boyle 
2013). The Robust ELM method does not involve a pre-determined model but 
makes one from the data, providing an excellent fit to mineralogy from full 
diameter core, plugs or cuttings. 

 To solve for Sw we need a valid Rw, that is correct at all depths.  This means 
we cannot use a fixed value and expect Rw to be correct in the shales as well as 
clastics/carbonates.  
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Caveat 2: We correct the SP for drift but initially ignore hydrocarbon suppression 
by normalizing the value of Rw to a known value, located at any depth in the well 
where the value of Rw is “known”. 

The purpose of this article is to provide a method using the SP to derive an Rw 
that is valid over the entire interval of the well, not just a short section. 

 

Rw from the SP 

Many papers describe the origin of the Spontaneous Potential (SP) and its utility to 

provide formation water resistivity, Rw.  However, in most cases, the application of 

SP has not successfully provided a continuous value for Rw.   

There are two problems, 1) defining the correct magnitude of the SP deflection and 

2) cross-checking the result.  The SP curve as recorded has no absolute zero so the 

deflection must be measured from a defined zero line. Therefore, defining the zero 

line correctly is critical in calculating a continuous Rw from SP. A second critical 

step that is usually ignored is a cross-check that the wet resistivity, Ro, is less 

than or equal to the true resistivity, Rt.  Ro must be a clay corrected value, usually 

obtained with a method of using spectroscopy to define the clay minerals’ cation 

exchange capacity.  A volume of shale method rarely works as the CEC corrections 

in shales are not adequate. 

Using a conventional method, one draws a shale baseline at the right edge of the 

SP and the SP deflection is measured from this shale baseline to calculate 

Rw.  However, this method works only in clean, wet sands and does not define the 

Rw in shale sections. Therefore, it is not continuous.  Furthermore, there is no 

cross-check that Ro<=Rt, so the conventional method usually fails to provide the 

correct Rw cross-check.   

A method that works under any conditions including shales is described and an 

example is given. Obtaining a correct continuous Rw is essential to a valid log 

interpretation. 
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Method 

Remember the equation,  

SSP = -K log10 (RMFe/RWe)?  

Where K = -1*(61+0.133*Temp_degF) and (Res temp (T)+6.77)/Temp_degF+6.77) 

 

Well, that is what we are going to use to find the RW from the SP.  We are going to 
ignore the "Static" part and assume the SP is OK (fully deflected) as is.  We are 
going to ignore the "equivalent" part and keep in the back of our mind that the 
equation gives us an approximation.  However, I find the approximation is a good 
empirical approach even though wiki SP states, “Static SP (SSP) can be obtained 
directly from the SP curve if the bed is clean, thick, porous, permeable, and only 
moderately invaded. When these conditions are not met, the recorded SP will need 
to be corrected.”   

 

The important step is to calibrate the curve so the SP propagates differences 
amongst zones.  This “calibration” requires a “zero” for the SP deflection, which is 
not the shale baseline but a calculated zero.  Having a continuous Rw eliminates 
the need to zone the well.  One modification is that in very low porosity rocks, we 
get a "streaming potential or a wandering SP" and the SP has too much deflection.  
So we could limit the RW_SP to 0.012@308F or another low value, since this will 
be close to NaCl ppm salt saturation.  The other qualification is to straighten the 
base line if it is drifting left or right.  This is done in PDHC. 

 

Finding Rw from the SP requires some knowledge of at least one “known” Rw for 
any given formation in the well, but not for all the formations in a well.  In this 
example we use a temperature-corrected Rw of 0.05 (@308F) as a starting point, 
since most of the zones of interest are about 0.05@308F at formation temperature.   

 

As a starting point, use a reservoir temperature gradient of (0.198*depthft + 
42.05). 

 

Check the resulting temperature at bottom hole by comparing the BHT on the log 
heading to the calculated reservoir temperature.  Usually the BHT+10 to 20 DegF 
is about what the reservoir temperature is, for a starting point.  If formation tests 
have been made and have a measured reservoir temperature, by all means use the 
best reservoir temperature you can get. 
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RW_SP steps: 

1. TEMP_DEGF 

2. RMF 

3. RW_05 

4. SP_ZERO 

5. SP_SHIFT 

6. SP_BASELINED 

7. RW_SP 

 

A method that works on any environment is to first define a zero Line (SP_ZERO) 
using the following formula and later do a cross-check that Ro<=Rt, even in 
shales. 

SP_ZERO = [(Log 10(RMF/RW_ESTIMATED)) * (-1)*(61+0.133*TEMP_DEGF)]+X 

Use RW-ESTIMATED = 0.05 AT 308F adjusted for temperature or your best guess at Rw 
from a catalog.  RMF must also be adjusted for temperature. 

 

Start with X = 0 and average the Min-Max values. Add or subtract a value (X) to 
make SP_ZERO = zero. This gives a straight line that moves with temperature. 

 

Then calculate SP_SHIFT = SP + Z 

Add or subtract a number (Z) to SP_SHIFT 

 to give you a SP_BASELINED value that will produce an RW_SP equal or close to 
the Formation Rw from DST or water catalog, adjusted for Temperature. 

 

SP_BASELINED =  SP_SHIFT -  SP_ZERO 

RW_SP = RMF /[Antilog (SP_BASELINED/(-1*(61+0.133*TEMP_DEGF))] 

Plot the SP_SHIFT, SP_BASELINED and RW_SP.  

If you have a Rw measurement from DST Water Samples or Water Catalog, 
generate an Rw_Known curve using Rw@TempF, adjusted for Temperature using the 
following formula (in this case Temperature is in Fahrenheit): 

Rw_known = (Rw*(TempF+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77))   

e.g.  Rw of 0.055 @ 77F,  is 

Rw_05 = (0.055*(77+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)), where  

TEMP_DEGF is Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 

The RW_SP is expected to agree with all the Rw_samples at their respective depths.  
When it does not agree, even with a flared curve representing expected error in 
measurement, examine the samples critically for validity. 
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Example 

The example illustrates the work flow on a conventional well that has four Rw 

water DST’s (#5 – #8), with increasing Rw upward. We pick the bottom DST #5 as 

an Rw_known and see if the resulting Rw_SP matches the other values as expected that 

it should. 

#5 =  0.0282 @78.98 F 

#6 = 0.0395 @ 72.8 F 

#7 = 0.0508 @ 84.4 F 

#8 = 0.0788@ 85.1 F  

From Log Header, RMF  =  0.059 @ 190 F (BHT) 

Generate RMF curve using:  

RMF =  (0.059*(190+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)) 

Rw curve for #5 (Brown) ;    

RW_KNOWN5 = (0.0282*(78.98+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)) 

Rw curve for #6 (Blue) ;    

RW_KNOWN6 = (0.0395 *(72.80+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)) 

Rw curve for #7 (Orange) ;    

RW_KNOWN7= (0.0508 *(84.4 +6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)) 

Rw curve for #8 (Green) ;    

RW_KNOWN8= (0.0788*(85.10+6.77)/(TEMP_DEGF+6.77)) 

SP_SHIFT = SP + Z (Z=0 to start) 

SP_BASELINED = SP_SHIFT -  SP_ZERO (SP_ZERO unknown to start) 

RW_SP = RMF / [Antilog (SP_BASELINED/(-1*(61+0.133*TEMP_DEGF))] 
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PLOT SP ZERO   

 

Using the formula SP_ZERO = [Log (RMF/RW) * (-1)*(61+0.133*TEMP_DEGF)]+X 
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Start with x = 0 and average the Min-Max values and subtract 11.25 (-X)  to make 
the Default Scale the same absolute value, for left and right, in this case -0.4 to 
+0.4.  
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Replace the scales for the SP_ZERO to match the SP scale.  Now the SP_ZERO 
looks more like a zero, relative to the SP.   
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Plot SP_SHIFT  

Using the formula:   SP_SHIFT = SP + Z 
Replace  Z  with 250 and the resulting SP_BASELINED will give an RW_SP 
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Notice that Rw_SP agrees with all the Rw samples at the different depths. In short, 

setting the Rw_SP on one test value, results in Rw being correct for the rest.   

For quality control purposes, generate the formation factor logs (F_Log = Rw_SP*1/

((porosity)^m_zero)). Subsequently, check if Ro_ECS_Ghanbarian, (see Ref. 6) plots 

less than or equal to Rt.  In the absence of a shale bed, due to casing being set on 

the top of the pay zone, plotting an F_Log is an alternative check we can make.  

The porosity input to the F_Log can be sonic, density, TCMR, or CMRP.  The Sonic 

will read the lowest, next the density, next the TCMR and last the CMRP.  Limits 

are set so that the F_Log_CMRP is less than Rt.  Below is a plot with Rt in red, 

RLA3 in green and RLA1 in black.  One would expect the F_Log_Sonic, 

F_Log_Density, F_Log_TCMR and F_Log_CMRP to all read lower than Rt.  

 

Author: Bob Everett, Robert V. Everett Petrophysics Inc. Canada 
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Author: Bob Everett, Robert V. Everett Petrophysics Inc. Canada 

Next shown is the Ro.  There are no shales to verify the Rw value but, in this case, 

the Rw has already been confirmed by the water tests  
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Summary 

In general, one must calculate an SP_ZERO and an SP_SHIFT to obtain the 
SP_BASELINED that gives a correct RW_SP.  The SP_ZERO is based on an RMF (from 
log header) and an estimated Rw (from DST or Water Catalog) or use 
Rw=0.05@308F. Then calculate the SP using (SP_ZERO = -k log RMF/Rw).  The 
SP_ZERO is set so the average is zero.  This gives a straight line that moves with 
temperature. Whatever value this comes out to, is shifted by adding or subtracting 
to get the "correct" SP_BASELINED.  Next Calculate SP_SHIFT.  The SP baselined 
is valid when the calculated RW_SP matches the Known Rw or water test salinity. 
Once the SP is calibrated to one salinity, it is calibrated for the entire interval. 
In this method, all you need is one approximately-known Rw (from water Catalog or 
DST sample) for a formation, cross-check it with Ro<=Rt; then the  resulting Rw 
will be good for all the Formations available in the well.  This method can be 
applied regardless of the availability of clean wet zone, since a shale will do.  
 
Conclusion 

Yes, the method works everywhere we have used it.  The method has also pointed 
out values of Rw that are not appropriate because the log analyst has used a fixed 
Rw input.   

 
While common practice encourages the selection of Rw from a clean water-zone 
and then applies that same fixed Rw to an oil zone, the method shows this practice 
will often yield incorrect values for Sw.  The method confirms that one cannot use 
a Rw from one zone in another zone unless the SP is used to change the Rw from 
one zone to another. 

 
There are two things to get right: 
1. SP Zero 
2. Check Ro and Rt either in a shale zone or first compare the formation factor 
logs of sonic for an approximation and later Ro, for a final check.  The Ro must be 
cation-exchange-capacity-corrected. 

 

Benefit: Accurate Sw.  Why? Simple and effective, Works everywhere 
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Author: Bob Everett, Robert V. Everett Petrophysics Inc. Canada 
 
Why does it matter? 
When the correct Rw, determined as shown, is used, the resulting Sw will often be 
lower than core Sw.  The knee-jerk response is the Rw is too low as there is an 
expectation that core should be matched.  However, the core is measured at 
surface after hydrocarbon has bled from the core, resulting in a higher Sw than in-
situ.  The in-situ, lower-value of Sw, is the correct one to use for reserves.  A 
future article will explain how to calculate a “Sw_surface” that does agree with the 
core.  The method involves the determination of free fluid porosity from the NMR 

and then calculating the hydrocarbon-filled portion of that free fluid.  The 
hydrocarbon-filled free fluid porosity is subtracted from the total hydrocarbon pore 
volume and the Sw is recalculated to provide an Sw that is equivalent to the 
hydrocarbon measured in core at surface conditions, named “Sw_surface”. 
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This benchmark training course will teach you how to evaluate 
reservoirs and quickly identify flawed results. 

 

Robust reserves and simulation are achieved by the logical, systematic 
integration of all relevant data.  A quality interpretation is extremely cost-
effective compared with data acquisition or development mistakes and 

essential with today’s complex reservoirs and data sets. Integration 
replaces the need to run expensive, irrelevant logs, explains apparent data 
conflicts and provides the correct answer faster, strengthening your 

position as an operator and geoscientist. By contrast, stand-alone log 
analysis often results in wrong decisions and weakens your position in the 

eyes of your business partners and management. 
 
This course, evolved over 25 years of petrophysical consulting and 

training, demonstrates how robust answers are achieved by the 
systematic, logical integration of diverse data. Pay and reserves are 

addressed first by Quick Look Log Analysis and then by a disciplined, 
logical process to optimize the interpretation of Porosity, Saturation, 
Permeability and Fluid Contacts – the basis of Reserves. Low Contrast 

Pay, clastics and carbonates are evaluated by straight forward integration 
techniques which outperform log analysis with direct, plain to see results. 
The integration of Mudlogs, LWD, Wireline, Facies, Rock Types, SCAL, 

NMR, Dielectric and MDTs etc are explained via the author’s 28,000 core 
plug PetroDB-WEB software. Finally, the crucial Petrophysics to Geomodel 

checks are clearly set out. 
  
This course is a condensed package of powerful integration 

techniques. It uses an interleaved sequence of lectures, micro-practicals, 
IP & Geolog demos, movies and workshops to convey a flexible and very 
powerful petrophysical method. It’s manual provides a comprehensive and 

lasting benefit to the novice and experienced student alike. This course 
was the first public petrophysics integration course (Jan 1990) and 

remains The Benchmark Petrophysics Course today.  
Do not be fooled by imitations!  
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Formation Evaluation 
and Data Management 
Services and Training 

www.WellDataQA.com 

Log Data Acquisition Quality 

Course Description: 

This 3-day interactive course will teach 

you to recognize the sources of errors  

in well measurements, to plan the ac-

quisition of fit-for-purpose log data, and 

to manage the uncertainties associated 

with non-quality data. 

 

This is a practical course, intended to 

familiarize you with the challenges of 

working with data that are often of vari-

able quality, of different vintages, ac-

quired by different data acquisition 

companies, using different conveyance 

modes (LWD, wireline, drillpipe, coiled 

tubing, etc), in increasingly challenging 

well environments: deviated wells, multi 

laterals, unusual mud systems, etc. 

 

This is the update of the well-known 

course created by Philippe Theys,      

delivered by Martin Storey since 2012 

under an exclusive world-wide license. 

Designed for  

Engineers, Geoscientists, Operations 

and other professionals who acquire 

or use well logs in the field and office 

 

Prerequisites:  

Some prior experience of working 

with well data and logs 

 

You will learn: 

Conditions and sequence of the  

acquisition of log data 

Main tools and characteristics 

Methods of error quantification 

Practice of log quality control 

Location: London, UK  

Start:  Wed 16-Aug-2017 

End:  Fri 18-Aug-2017 

Level:  Knowledge 

Duration: 3 days 

Cost:  USD 2,150 by 17-Jul, 

                USD 2,450 from 18-Jul 

Format:  Practical training 

Full details and registration at www.WellDataQA.com/London2017 
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The LPS wish to extend our sincere appreciation to the   

generous companies who continue to be our Sponsors. 

 

 

Sponsor Corporate links (in alphabetical order) are: 

 Baker Hughes     www.bakerhughes.com  

 BP       www.bp.com 

 Gaia Earth Sciences    www.gaia-earth.co.uk 

 GE Oil and Gas     www.geoilandgas.com 

 Halliburton      www.halliburton.com 

 Nexen       www.nexencnoocltd.com 

 Oilfield Production Consultants (OPC)   www.opc.co.uk 

 Schlumberger     www.slb.com 

 Shell       www.shell.com 

 Weatherford Laboratories  www.labs.weatherford.com 

22 London Petrophysical Society: Newsletter 2017-06 www.lps.org.uk 

Wednesday 5th 

July 2017 

9:00am-5:00pm 

“From Petrophysics 

to Geomodel” 

 

 

Tuesday 5th Sept 

2017 

6:30pm-730pm 

Specific 

productivity index 

from nuclear 

magnetic resonance 

and production 

logging an 

innovative way to 

address production 

optimization and 

reservoir modelling  

issues” 

Marco Pirrone, ENI 
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